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Disclosure and Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains certain statements that may include 'forward 
looking statements’ within the meaning of federal securities laws. All 
statements, other than statements of historical facts, included herein are 
'forward-looking statements.’  Although the Company believes that the 
expectations reflected in these forward-looking statements are reasonable, 
they do involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties,  and these expectations 
may prove to be incorrect. You should not place undue  reliance on these 
forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this  
presentation.

The Company's actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in 
these  forward-looking statements as a result of a variety of factors, including 
those discussed  in the Company's periodic reports that are filed with and 
available from the Securities  and Exchange Commission. All forward-looking 
statements attributable to the  Company or persons acting on its behalf are 
expressly qualified in their entirety by  these factors. Other than as required 
under the securities laws, the Company does not  assume a duty to update 

these forward-looking statements.

The financial information and data contained in this presentation is 
unaudited and  does not conform to the Securities and Exchange 
Commission's Regulation S-X. This presentation includes certain estimated 
financial information and forecasts that  are not derived in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles  (GAAP), and which may be 
deemed to be non-GAAP financial measures  within the meaning of 
Registration G promulgated by the Securities and Exchange  Commission.

The Recipient acknowledges that US securities laws prohibit any Person who 
has received from an issuer any material, non-public information from 
purchasing or selling securities of such issuer or from communicating such 
information to any other Person under circumstances in which it is reasonably 
foreseeable that such Person is likely to purchase or sell such securities.

© 2019 Ideanomics, Inc. 
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FINANCIAL & 
ADVISORY GROUP

MOBILE ENERGY 
GROUP (MEG)

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE GROUP

Core Business – IDEX is a catalyst for transformative industries
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Mobile Energy Group
(MEG)
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Ideanomics’ strives to be 
the driving force in the 
global adoption of eco-
friendly transportation

Megatrends propelling 
our growth strategy

1. The price advantage obtained by the 
group procurement and the direct sales 
of OEMs;

2. Financing advantages brought by a full-
suite financial services;

3. Sales advantages in China and overseas 
markets, especially in ASEAN and North 
America markets.

Mobile Energy Group

1 +
1. Global market growth for new energy 

commercial vehicles is greater than that 
of new energy passenger vehicles.

2. China’s commercial new energy vehicle 
production capacity, technology and 
scale have been leading the world but 
will soon face an overcapacity issue.

Ways Ideanomics is 
capturing these trends and 

providing solutions

2 3+
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New 
Energy
Smart 

Management 
PlatformMobile Energy Group – Smart Management Platform Concept

• Energy Exchange
• Purchase Cost Optimization
• B2B Distribution
• Fast Charging Network/Prepaid

Card Pre-Sales/
• Charging APP Distribution

Energy Sales Business Unit

• Group Purchase Direct Sales
• Fractionalized Ownership Direct 

Sales 
• Pre-paid Card Subsidies
• Battery Pack Barter Transactions 
• Full Value Chain Financing

Sales & Financing Business Unit

• Battery change
• Peak-valley storage
• Fast charging (incl. new/old 

battery sales, power battery 
pack change & storage battery)

Battery Operation Business Unit

• Data-based Blockchain Sales & 
Marketing Platform

• Real-time Fleet Management 
Services

Internet of Vehicles Business Unit
Mobile Energy Smart

Management
Center



• GCL deal in exchange for 
guaranteed EV fleet sales

• Ideanomics will generate 
revenues from ABS financing 
fees and fees from group 
buying activities in the 5% to 
15% range

Key Mobile Energy Group (MEG) Developments

• JV deal with iUnicorn –
announced that the first tranche 
of 11,000 taxis will be procured 
between now and December 31, 
2020; Deal includes multiple 
tranches

• IDEX will be earning fees from 
the group buying

• Acquired 51% of Tree Motion, 
a subsidiary of Tree 
Manufacturing and a 
controlling stake in Tree 
Manufacturing, the parent 
company of Treeletrik

• Hired new Tree Motion 
Malaysia CEO, Datuk Menon 
Viswanathan - experienced 
commercial vehicle executive
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Financial & Advisory 
Group
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Offering a comprehensive suite of financial and advisory services while building a pipeline of tomorrow’s 
innovators

Nurturing tomorrow’s technology 
leaders by enabling partnerships 
between new technology firms 
and established organizations

Financial & Advisory Group

Fintech Village,
West Hartford, CT

Pioneering efficiency and 
transparency in asset backed 
securitization using blockchain 
technology

Global Fixed
Income EcosystemEvolution of conventional financial 

services – Digital asset management 
services, a full-service DEBT 
exchange, IPO services, and a 
thematic ETF driven by AI

Modern Financial Services 



DBOT ATS brings best practices of exchanges to the 
small cap marketplace with speed, security and 
seamless execution

Delaware Board of Trade

• Pending CMA approval for digital security offerings and 
secondary market trading

• Active in OTC markets
• In discussions with market makers to develop OTC business
• Platform to provide a wide range of fixed income offerings 
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AI-driven ETF designed to capture the growth of technologically advanced and eco-friendly vehicles

EKAR ETF

• Launched in February 2018, EKAR is the first AI-driven 
ETF that provides investors exposure to the universe of 
publicly traded companies involved in the growing 
category of electric and self-driving/autonomous 
vehicles.

• EKAR represents two significant emerging trends: the 
application of AI in traditional financial services and the 
rapidly developing new technology ecosystem required 
to build, maintain, and support next-generation 
vehicles.

• Plan to include IDEX into index.
11

• EKAR identifies companies involved with “next generation” 
vehicles — generally, electric or autonomous vehicles — using 
a natural language processing (NLP) algorithm to scan large 
volumes of textual data, media platforms and databases. 

• Companies are sorted into one of four categories: battery 
producers (miners, chemical suppliers or manufacturers), 
original equipment manufacturers (designers, manufacturers, 
or distributors of next-gen vehicles), suppliers (parts and 
components), and semiconductor and software companies 
(sensors, mapping or driving policy).
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Targeting $1 trillion of assets securitized by 2024; Offering a full suite of fixed income products with 
services from underwriting to distribution and trading

Global Fixed Income Ecosystem

Supply Chain 
Financing

Asset Backed 
Securities

Government 
Bonds

Real Estate: 
REITS/ CMBS/ 

Time Shares

China Debt ETF 
and Other Fixed 
Income Products

Green Bonds



• 58 Acres Total
• Designed as a smart/IoT-enabled campus
• High-tech/SaaS labs/office space
• Mixed residential and retail component
• Open campus with 5 Acres of Indoor Public Space

Fintech Village – Global Headquarters 
for Technology and Innovation
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Areas of Focus

FINTECH REGTECH INSURTECH CYBER
SERCURITY

TRADETECH CONSUMER
TECH

HEALTHTECH AGRITECH SPORTS
BETTING

The state-of-the-art campus includes:
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Key Financial & Advisory Services Developments

• IDEX owns $35M in BTC and ETH – are booked as intangible assets on balance sheet
• IDEX recognized $14.1M in performance fees from GT Dollar in 2Q

• Closed acquisition on October 14, 2018 for a cash purchase of $5.2M
• Environmental remediation commenced July 2019
• Construction expected to start spring 2020

• Increased assets under custody by 60% in 2Q versus 1Q

• Finalized majority ownership
• Pending applications with FINRA
• Digital securities- focused on asset backed and regulatory compliant offerings at this time
• Future – use DBOT ATS as a destination for fixed income

• 10% stake in Liquefy, Liquefy planning a fixed income offering through tokenization of a 
medical facility in Asia

• IDEX will share fees based on percentage of amount raised
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Artificial Intelligence
Group
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AI solutions for the financial services industry 

Artificial Intelligence Group

• Intelligenta offers a variety of solutions using state-of-
the-art AI and machine learning tools, including:

• SME loan scoring and credit risk prediction

• Regulatory solutions to identify market manipulation

• Macroeconomic indexes

• Actively selling to commercial banks for SME lending and 
regulatory solutions, expect to secure contracts in 2H19 
with projects commencing in early 2020
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2Q & 1H 2019 
Review

17
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• Deal with Asian Energy Leader GCL for 500,000 vehicles over 3 years will provide IDEX with 
substantial revenue opportunities

• iUnicorn JV announced first sales order of 11,000 e-taxis for city of Chengdu, China

• Announced that Singapore will be IDEX’s APAC headquarters

• Unveiled plans for Fintech Village Innovation Hub in West Hartford, CT

• MEG (NETS) formed a strategic partnership with Palcan to commence fast charge networks initiative

• Announced a 10% stake in Logistorm; divested AMER electronics trading business

• IDEX added to Russell 2000, 3000, Microcap Indices

• Acquired a 10% stake in Liquefy

• Acquired a majority stake in Delaware Board of Trade (DBOT)

Key Announcements in 2Q 2019
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(in USD, 000s) 2Q18 2Q19 ∆% YoY
Gross Profit $1,532.5 $13,737.9 89% ↑
Operating Expenses $10,123.1 $8,024.1 26% ↓
Operating Margin n/a 41.6%
EPS - Diluted (0.12) $0.05

2Q 2019 Earnings Summary
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(in USD, 000s) 1H18 1H19 ∆% YoY
Gross Profit $1,925.7 $40,426.0 95% ↑
Operating Expenses $14,630.3 $13,816.4 6% ↓
Operating Margin n/a 65.8%
EPS - Diluted (0.17) $0.22

6 Months 2019 Earnings Summary
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Our Affiliates and Partners

PORTFOLIO COMPANIES/ DIRECT INVESTMENTS

FINANCIAL PARTNERS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

TRANSPORTATION

OTHER PARTNERS



THANK YOU
QUESTIONS?

55 Broadway
19th Floor
New York, NY 10006
Ideanomics.com
NASDAQ: IDEX

Cecilia Xu / Corporate Controller
cxu@ideanomics.com

Alf Poor / CEO
apoor@ideanomics.com

Tony Sklar / VP Communications
tsklar@ideanomics.com

https://ideanomics.com
mailto:cxu@ideanomics.com
mailto:apoor@ideanomics.com
mailto:apoor@ideanomics.com
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